
A guide to conversations  
with young people about  

DRUGS & ALCOHOL





DID YOU KNOW 
ALCOHOL

Conversations about  
drugs & alcohol

Key tips for conversations:

Eat before  
you drink 

Count the  
standard drinks 

Avoid drinking  
while pregnant





DID YOU KNOW 
CANNABIS

Conversations about  
drugs & alcohol

Key tips for conversations:

Smoking a lot  of  
cannabis can affect  
your health 
 

Stop if you start to feel 
unwell or uncomfortable 

Don’t smoke  
and drive 
 





DID YOU KNOW 
VOLATILE SUBSTANCES

Conversations about  
drugs & alcohol

Key tips for conversations:

Huffing can cause you 
serious harm

Solvents are highly  
flammable and  
dangerous. 

There is no safe level  
for inhaling solvents or 
volatile substances





DID YOU KNOW 
METHAMPHETAMINE

Conversations about  
drugs & alcohol

Key tips for conversations:

Methamphetamine  
can affect how you  
make decisions

Using a lot or for a  
long time can change 
how you feel and act

Avoid sharing 
equipment 





DID YOU KNOW 
PSYCHOACTIVE 
SUBSTANCES

Conversations about  
drugs & alcohol

Key tips for conversations:

It’s best to avoid using 
synthetic psychoactive 
substances

Using a lot, or for a long 
time will increase the 
unpleasant effects

Chemicals, effects 
and dosage are 
unpredictable, and none 
have been tested as safe 



TALKING TIPS  
FOR ADULTS

Get the facts on alcohol and other drug use by young people. 

Every young person will make a decision about whether or not to use alcohol 
and other drugs.

Many will try alcohol and other drugs

Some will experience short-term harms

A few will develop long-term problems

Having an early, rational conversation gives your young person confidence that 
if something comes up, they can speak to you. Having the conversation is more 
important than the outcome.

Tips for conversations

• Listen to what they have to say

• Avoid interrupting or having a strong reaction

• Let them know you care about them

• Set clear expectations, with realistic consequences if these expectations 
are broken. This is especially important for younger children, who are just 
beginning to develop more control over what they do.

Also remember

If you are a parent or caregiver, have fun with your young person without drugs 
and alcohol. This makes it easier for them to learn to relax, reward themselves, 
or address feelings in ways that don’t involve drugs and alcohol.



CONVERSATION 
PLANNER
Now that you have the key facts about each drug, make some notes to 
prepare for a conversation with your young person. Here are the main 
things you need to be prepared for.

1. When?

An opportunity to start a conversation may emerge naturally. For example, if 
drug use is shown on TV, ask your child or young person what they think about 
it. This technique works well for children, as it helps them understand what they 
see around them without providing too much information for their age.

You might need to initiate a conversation. Try to do this in an uninterrupted time 
when you can give your full attention to what your young person is saying.

Make a note of when you plan to have this conversation



2. The main message

People usually leave a conversation remembering one or two main messages. 
Write what you would like yours to be here. Give clear and encouraging  
messages and let them know that you care.

Hint: A common message is, “I care about you, and want to help you make 
choices that will help your future”

Make a note of your main message.



3. Other points that reinforce the main message

These are other points that you can be ready to raise in conversation.  
Choose points that reinforce your main message. This avoids the conversation 
being side-tracked by other issues and your main message getting lost.

Make a note of any other points you plan to raise.

Using the Did You Know? videos

• Watch them together.

• Ask open ended questions like:

• “What do you think about these substances?”

• “What stood out to you?”

• “What was in these videos that you would want your friends to know?”

• Listen to what they have to say

• Offer any support they need.

Remember, starting a conversation is the most important thing,  
and it can be revisited in the future. You can call the alcohol and drug  
helpline on 0800 787 797 for information on how to get extra support.



Watch the videos at  
drugfoundation.org.nz/didyouknow


